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developing new strategies for globally-distributed collaboration
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Fellowship Program Institutions

The GLEON Network
GLEON is a global collaborative network that
collects and synthesizes high-frequency data
from lakes worldwide to sense and forecast
change.

GLEON Fellows work from institutions and
research sites distributed around the world.
We meet face-to-face just three times over
the course of a year.
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In order to maintain our collaboration, we
are learning what technologies work the
best to help us meet our goals.

In 2012, a Graduate Student Fellowship
Program was developed to train graduate
students to exploit the rich information
content of large and diverse data sets, operate
effectively in diverse international teams, and
communicate outcomes to a broad range of
audiences.

Using technology as a strategy for collaborating in a distributed work environment

Fellowship Collaboration Training Objectives
• Research lake function and global change
• Practice novel methods in high frequency
data analysis
• Synthesize complex data sets
• Inspire organizational innovation and
change
• Improve scientific teaching
• Practice science communication
• Develop facilitative leadership and
participatory decision-making skills in
team science
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Dropbox
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Google docs

• Analyze high-volume datasets with
diverse types of data
• Share, manipulate, and preserve the
integrity of data
• Co-write and edit computing code and
manuscripts
• Integrate different scientific fields,
different types of technological training
• Good collaboration requires “meetings”
across seven time zones up to 11 hours
apart
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Fellowship Goals and Challenges
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Condor: A Different Take on the Distributed Environment
Offers a high throughput computing platform that supports the running of large computational tasks
Well suited to large computational tasks that can be exported to run on many individual computers
Transfers input and result files efficiently
Manages available resources, matching waiting jobs to available computers with the correct architecture and available resources
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